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It is shown that, as in the case of the photoabaorption

total cross sections
%
 in the inclusive spectra of hadrons pro-

duced in photon-nucleus interactions with the rise of photon

energy the hadron component of the photon begins to dominate.

This lea<$s to the change* in the A-dependence of inclusive spec-

tra which does not contradict the available experimental data.
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As it is well known I•" in total cross sections of photo-

absorption on nuclei 6 ("IS A) with the rise of photon energy

begins to dominate the hadron component of the photon condi-

tioned by the possibility of photon transition into hadronic

state before its interaction with the target. As a consequence

the dependence of 6(tfA) on the atomic number of target-nucle-

us changes (the. hadron component is screened by the nucleus).

This effect, predicted more than ten years ago L J, was disco-

vered experimentally and investigated in quite a number of

works. It turned out that one may describe quantitatively the

whole totality of data on total cross sections of photoabsorp-

tion on nuclei of both real and virtual photons up to the ener-

gies of hundreds of GeV, assuming the validity of the vector

dominance model with a 20% contribution from the contact

terms Ir J.

Recently processes of multiple production of hadrona on

nuclei are intensively investigated. To describe them a number

of new hypotheses and models were suggested W for testing of

rhich it is necessary to investigate the interactions of beams

of particles of various nature with nuclei.

The processes of particle production on nuclei caused by



photons, have an unquestionable advantage that by a photon one

may "feel" the whole nuclear volume. Then however arises the

problem of the photon hadronic component, the consideration of

which, as shown below, affects essentially the behaviour of

inclusive spectra.

Let us consider the process of inclusive production of

hadrons h on an arbitrary nucleus A by photons (real or vir- .

tual) &/1 ~» KX in the incident photon fragmentation region.

The consideration of the photon hadronic properties can

be carried out by analogy with the case of total cross sec-

tions ̂ •'б(й А) . The photon incident on the nucleus may pro-

duce on one of the nucleons a vector meson (for simplicity we

shall assume that it is a p -meson neglecting the contribu-

tion from other mesons) which after a number of collisions

with nucleons produces a hadron h.

Using the standard methods of the multiple scattering

theoryLJ one may obtain for the spectrum of considered reac-

tion in the region of low photon energy V < 3 - 4 GeV the

following expression: ^ _

S

In this expression

±a the projection of the one-nucleon nuclear density function

on the plane of the impact parameter ( Гр(*г) ci г = A ) ;



where °̂ *j> are the inclusive spectra of the elementary
d
e
P.cix

acts * N - bx , hN - KX , P M - JJ X

Finally P± is the transverse momentum of the hadron flying

out from the nucleus and X - ̂ Ь/у ±s the paî t of "£ -quantian

energy taken away by the hadron. •

Because of the bulkiness of formulae for the general case

we present below the expression obtained assuming the vali-

dity of the vector dominance model in tha f( -quantuai high-

energy region ( -•*" •• С « ^ ; гпр
 (
 Ц are the masses of J

5
 ~me-

son and $ -quantum;' £ = V**̂ © i s *^e raean ^ r e e path of j° -me-

aon in nucleus):

Aa noted above the break of the vector dominance model

is '-' 20% and so the expression (2) must describe the spectra

at high energies at least with such accuracy.

In ita physical sense the expression (2) corresponds to

the process of inclusive production of hadrona h caused by

P -mesons.

Thus in the photoproduction inclusive spectra as well as

in the cases of total cross sections of photoabaorption and

cross sections of xracohereut production L?J with the rise of

photon energy л irer aiion talqes place in the A-dependence

which affects ess*,... ally the behaviour of inclusive spectra

on X and P
x
 .

As an illustration of the obtained formulae lat us consi-'
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der briefly the results of two experiments performed in kine-

matic regions where the expressions (1) and (2) must be valid.

In the work «• J the inclusive spectra of photoproduetiori

of protons and pions on different nuclei were investigated ai.

the energies E ? * 4.28 GeV. It was found that for fast pro-

tons and pions (ft, «2.4 GeV) the cross sections vary with the

atomic number according to the law ~ A *' . If one expands

the expression (1) in powers of -g- the first term of this

expansion will be proportional to the quantity N(0 6) which

0 7depends on the atomic number as A does. (For fast particles

and not large transverse momenta the dependence of the atomic

number is determined by the initial terms of this expansion).

On the other hand, at the virtual photon ensrgiss being

equivalent to V = 60 GeV (the inclusive production of hadrons

by p -mesons with £ • 150 GeV in the emulsionL'J ) in

the region X £ 0.1 the spectra of hadrons generated by

jw -mesons, 5Г -mesons and protons coincide within the limits

of experimental errors, which to our mind, is a direct conse-

quence of the expression (2).

Thus the available experimental data conform to the pro-

posed picture of the photon interaction with atomic nuclei*

For more definite conclusions new experimental data and con-

crete theoretical calculations are needed.

In conclusion let us note that all the above-stated does

not contradict the recently developing models l~
8
i in which the

virtual photon is supposed to knock out from the nucleon the

quark-parton which subsequently interacts with the nucleus.

This mechanism corresponds to sufficiently great У only,

.6...



while the region of applicability of the expressions c\) and

(2) is limited by the virtual photon masses Pi Q « 1 (~£r)

The authors would like to thank S.G.Hatinyan for his in-

terest in the work and critical remarks.
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